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Screens and Interface
Login Screen
Upon opening the Order Management System, the Login screen is displayed. Enter your username
and password to proceed. Usernames and passwords are set up by the database administrator.

Figure 1: The Login screen.

The Ribbon
The Order Management System has a custom ribbon to help you navigate the software. The icons
in the CUSTOMER group enable you to create a new customer record or search for an existing
customer record. Icons in the ORDERS group enable you to search for an order record and open
numerous queries relating to the order process. The PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY group has a split
button from which you can create a new product record, find a product record, or edit product
categories. The RETURNED ITEMS group contains just one RETURNS OUTSTANDING icon which
opens a query displaying a list of all orders where an item has been returned and a refund or
replacement has yet to be made. The INVOICING group contains a split button from which queries
to list all orders awaiting an invoice to be sent or all invoices awaiting payment. The CLOSE group
contains a single Icon to close the form. Clicking this from the main switchboard will also close the
application.

Figure 2: The ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon.
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In addition to the main ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon there is also an APPLICATION ribbon
with icons to logout of your user account or quit the system.

Figure 3: The APPLICATION ribbon.

Depending on your user level, there may also be a ribbon for MANAGEMENT REPORT and DATABASE
ADMINISTRATION.

The Main Switchboard
The main switchboard contains a number of command buttons to open other sub-switchboards such
as the CUSTOMERS, ORDERS, INVOICING, and PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY sub-switchboards.

Figure 4: The Main Switchboard
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The Customer Form
The CUSTOMER FORM is used to store details of customer records. Customers Accounts can be for
Individuals or for Business Organisations. Customer records are created using the NEW CUSTOMER
WIZARD.
There is a list of tabs in the centre of the form for CONTACT, ORDERS, NOTES, and ACCOUNT. The
CONTACT tab enables you to store an unlimited number of contact names and addresses. The
ORDERS tab contains a list of all orders made by the customer. The NOTES tab contains a list of
notes relating to the customer record (such as phone calls etc). And the ACCOUNT tab contains fields
relating to the customer’s account and there is also a button to delete the customer record if
necessary.

Figure 5: The CUSTOMER FORM.
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Order Form
The Order form is used to store details of orders and oversee the order management process.

Figure 6: The Order Form
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Customer Records
Create a New Customer Record
New customer records are created via the NEW CUSTOMER WIZARD to ensure all necessary
information is collected. This includes the Account Type (ie Individual or Business), Business Name,
Contact People, and Address(es). Once a customer record has been set up via the Wizard it can be
edited from the main Customer Form.

Figure 7: Stage 1 of the New Customer Wizard.

The New Customer Wizard is opened from the NEW CUSTOMERS Icon located in the CUSTOMERS
group of the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon, or the CUSTOMER switchboard.

Figure 8: The New Customer Icon.

Multiple Contact Names and Customer Addresses
The DWD Order Management Database is designed to allow each customer record to have multiple
contact names and addresses. This is particularly useful when the customer is a business or
organisation, and you are dealing with different staff members at different addresses. However, this
does require the collection of some additional information for each Contact Name and Address
stored in the database. This includes whether the contact person is the primary contact; what is
the person’s business function ie whether he or she deals with billing, delivery or both; and whether
he or she is the default contact for billing or delivery enquiries (as opposed to a being one of many
different team members). Likewise, address records are also allocated a business function; and
whether it is the default address for billing, delivery, or both.
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Figure 9: Adding a Contact Details

Primary Contacts
When you enter a new Contact Person on the customer record, you have the option of making him
or her, the customer account’s primary contact. This can be done from stage two of the NEW
CUSTOMER WIZARD by ticking the PRIMARY CONTACT check box (See figure 3 above). You may also
do this after the customer record has been created. Simply open the PERSON FORM by clicking the
EDIT PERSON button on the CUSTOMER FORM and tick the PRIMARY CONTACT check box.
Business Function for Contacts
The Contact Business Function is simply whether the contact person is responsible for Billing,
Delivery or both. If the customer account is for an individual, just select Billing and Delivery.
Default Billing/Delivery Contact
There are also two check boxes to tick if the contact person is the main Billing and/or Delivery
Contact. If the customer account is for an individual, both check boxes must be ticked. If it is for an
organisation, there can only be one default billing and/or Delivery contact, even though there may
be many contacts who share the same Contact Business Function for that same account.
Business Function for Address
Accounts for Organisations and Individuals may both have multiple addresses. The Address Business
Function is simply whether this address is for Billing, Delivery or both.
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Figure 10: Adding a New Address via Stage Three of the NEW PERSON Wizard.

Default Billing/Delivery Address
There are also two check boxes to tick if this particular address is the main Billing and/or Delivery
Address.
Staff Names
You may select a number of contact names for staff members based at this particular address. To do
so, select a staff name from the drop down list. Once selected, the name will appear in the subform
below. This address also becomes the contact person’s address on his contact record.

Search for a Customer Record
To search for a customer record, open the CUSTOMER SEARCH form by clicking the CUSTOMER
SEARCH icon in the CUSTOMERS group of the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon, or by clicking
SEARCH FOR A CUSTOMER from the CUSTOMER switchboard.
Customers’ can be search by Customer Id (CUSTOMER ID SEARCH) or by Customer Details
(DETAILED SEARCH). When the CUSTOMER SEARCH form opens choose the type of search you
require by clicking the appropriate tab – NB CUSTOMER ID SEARCH is the default tab displayed.
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Figure 5: The Customer Search Form.
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Orders, Quotes, and Invoices
The Order Management Process
As soon as a new order is created, the Order Management Process begins. This process involves
entering order addresses, entering order items, issuing quotes, confirming the order, dispatching the
order, issuing the invoice, and receiving the payment. The process is managed by the software so
that all stages are completed in the correct order and at the appropriate time.

Create a New Order
All Orders are created from the customer’s record on the CUSTOMER FORM. As such, the first step
is to locate or create the relevant customer record. Once this is displayed, select the ORDERS tab
and then click the CREATE ORDER button under the orders datasheet.

Figure 11: The ORDERS tab of the Customer Form.
The CREATE ORDER button is below the data sheet at the bottom right.

Clicking the CREATE ORDER button opens the ORDER FORM (see below):
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Figure 12: Order Form

Entering Order Addresses
The next task is to enter the Delivery and Billing addresses. Do this by select the ORDER ADDRESSES
tab in the centre of the screen. If the customer record had previously been assigned a default Billing
and Delivery address, these should now be displayed. If not they can be added, or if necessary
changed by clicking the CHANGE BILLING/DELIVERY ADDRESS buttons (this opens a CHANGE
ADDRESS subform where they can be selected from a drop down list):

Figure 13: Changing ORDER ADDRESSES.

Once there is a Billing and Delivery Address, you can begin to Add Order Items
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Adding Order Items
To add an order item, select the ORDER DETAILS tab in the middle of the ORDER FORM. Then click
the ADD ORDER ITEM button. This opens the ORDER ITEM FORM. From here you can select the
Order Item from the Drop down list, as well as entering item quantity, unit cost, tax and any item
discount that may apply. Once this has been entered, click the ADD ITEM button to add the item to
the order.

Figure 14: Adding Order Items.

Deleting Order Items
To delete an Order Item, simply click on the item’s row in the Order Details data sheet, and then
click the DELETE ORDER ITEM button towards the right. NB Once the Order is confirmed, Order
Items can no longer be deleted.

Figure 15: Deleting an Order Item. The DELETE button is on the right.

Issuing a Quote
Once all the Order Items have been entered, you may issue a quote by clicking the ISSUE QUOTE
button towards the top of the ORDER FORM. A quote screen will then open which you can print off
by clicking the PRINT icon on the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM RIBBON. NB the ISSUE QUOTE and
CONFIRM ORDER buttons are not enabled until both Order Addresses and at least one Order Item have been added.
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Figure 16: Issue Quote and Confirm Order Buttons from the ORDER FORM.

Confirming an Order
Once the customer confirms they want to go ahead with the order, simply click the CONFIRM ORDER
button (see figure 5 above). This records the Order Confirmation date and prevents yourself or
other users from inadvertently any changing order details. The next stage in the order management
process involves either dispatching an order or issuing an invoice.

Dispatching an Order
Once the order has been dispatched, simply click the DISPATCH ORDER button to record the dispatch
date for record keeping purposes. The next stage in the process involves

Issuing an Invoice
Once the order has been confirmed you may click the ISSUE INVOICE button to issue an invoice and
record the date of issue. After the button is clicked an invoice report opens ready for you to print
off. Click the PRINT icon on the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon to print the invoice.

Figure 17: The ISSUE INVOICE and RECEIVED PAYMENT buttons from the ORDER FORM.

Receiving a Payment
Once the invoice has been issued, the RECEIVED PAYMENT button is enabled. Once the invoice is
paid, click the RECEIVED PAYMENT button to record the date, thereby bringing the order
management process to a close.
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Order Management Queries
The DWD Order Management System contains a number of Queries designed to keep track of the
Order Process by stage. As such, it is possible to click a button and get a list of all ACTIVE ORDERS,
all orders AWAITING CONFIRMATION, and all orders AWAITING DISPATCH. These queries can be
accessed via the ORDER QUERIES icon (located in the ORDERS group of the ORDER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM ribbon) , or via the ORDER QUERIES switchboard.
The ACTIVE ORDERS Query
The ACTIVE ORDERS query displays a list of all Orders in the order management process between
the point where an order is opened, right through to confirmation, dispatch, invoicing and payment
receipt. This information is useful for actively advancing order records through the order
management process, thereby ensuring individual orders are converted to income in the quickest
possible time. Simply click the Order Id link to open the desired order record from the list.
The AWAITING CONFIRMATION Query
The AWAITING CONFIRMATION query displays a list of all open orders that have not yet been
confirmed. This information is useful to keep track of potential orders that have only got so far as
the Quotation stage. Chasing up records at this stage ensures the maximum number of quotations
are converted to actual orders. Again, simply click the Order Id link to open the desired order record
from the list.
The AWAITING DISPATCH Query
The AWAITING DISPATCH query displays a list of all order waiting to be sent out. This information
can then be used by the people responsible for dispatch to work efficiently and effectively. Again,
simply click the Order Id link to open the desired order record from the list.

Invoicing Queries
Invoicing Queries are similar in nature to the Order Management Queries detailed above, but are
designed to keep track of the invoicing process. There are two queries in this work – AWAITING
INVOICING and AWAITING PAYMENT. They are accessed via the INVOICING split button (located in
the INVOICING group of the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon), or via the INVOICING QUERIES
switchboard.
The AWAITING INVOICING Query
The AWAITING INVOICING query keeps track of all confirmed orders in the Order Management
Process where an invoice has not been sent. As such, the Accounts team gain important
information, thereby enabling them to operate efficiently and effectively. Simply click the Order Id
link from the query list to bring up the desired Order Record. From here the invoice may be
generated for sending.
The AWAITING PAYMENT Query
The AWAITING PAYMENT query keeps track of all invoiced orders in the Order Management Process,
which are currently unpaid. This provides important information for the Accounts team to chase
unpaid invoices. Simply click the Order Id link from the query list to bring up the desired Order
Record.
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Products, Stock and Inventory
The DWD Order Management System allows you to enter a virtually unlimited number of products
and product details. These can then be selected as product items to make up Order Records. Below
are instructions for adding and editing product records, in addition to searching for existing
products and creating product categories.

Opening the Products Form
Product Records are added and edited via the PRODUCTS FORM (see Figure 1 below):

Figure 18: The PRODUCTS Form.

Adding a Product Record
To add a new Product Record you will need to open the PRODUCTS form via the PRODUCTS AND
INVENTORY SWITCHBOARD (or via the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY group of the ORDER
MANAGMENT SYSTEM ribbon).
1. Click the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY button from the main SWITCHBOARD
2. Click the NEW PRODUCT button when the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY Switchboard opens.

Product Categories
PRODUCT CATEGORIES enable product records to be classified into logical product groups. Each
Category name is created by the user (see Figure 2 below), and it is recommended this is done in a
systematic manner, subject to management guidelines. PRODUCT CATEGORY records are created via
the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY Switchboard (or via the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY group of the
ORDER MANAGMENT SYSTEM ribbon).
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1. Click the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY button from the main SWITCHBOARD
2. Click the PRODUCT CATEGORIES button when the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY Switchboard
opens.
3. Enter a New Category Name at the bottom of the list.

Figure 19: Product Categories

Then when you come to enter a new PRODUCT record (via the PRODUCTS form), simply select a
PRODUCT CATEGORY on drop-down list of the CATEGORY field (see Figure 3 below):

Figure 20: The CATEGORY field.

Adjusting Stock Level
Whenever a quantity of stock is sold, the corresponding quantity is automatically deducted from the
stock level of the corresponding item/s. Moreover, the stock level of items which have been
returned due to a fault or because they are being replaced or refunded for whatever reason, is also
calculated automatically.
There are times, however, when you will want to adjust the stock level manually. This may be when
a new batch of stock is added due to a purchase order, new stock is manufactured internally, or
when stock levels need adjusting following a stock audit. The procedure for manually adjusting
stock level is simple.
1. Search and retrieve the product item record that needs its stock levelling adjusting (see
section on Searching for Products below).
2. Click the ADJUST STOCK LEVEL button.
3. Enter the ADJUSTMENT QUANTITY.
4. Click the desired ADJUSTMENT FUNCTION to be applied (you have the option of adding,
subtracting the adjustment quantity from the existing stock level, or resetting the stock
level to the adjustment quantity).
5. Click APPLY ADJUSTMENT to set the new stock level for that item.
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Searching for Products
Products may be searched and retrieved via the PRODUCT SEARCH form. The PRODUCT SEARCH
form enables you to search by one of, or a combination of, Product Id, Product Name, and Category.
The form is opened via the PRODUCT AND INVENTORY button on the MAIN SWITCHBOARD (or via
the ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon)
1. Click the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY button from the main SWITCHBOARD
2. Click the FIND PRODUCT button when the PRODUCTS AND INVENTORY Switchboard opens.
A new list of all products matching the search criteria opens.
3. Select a product to display by clicking the ID link of the relevant product in the list.

Figure 21 (above): PRODUCT SEARCH form.
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Figure 22: Product Search Results for "Software".
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Returns Management
The DWD Order Management System allows you to process and record returned order items.
Moreover, you can also record whether the returned item was faulty and whether it was replaced or
refunded. The system will automatically update the product stock level accordingly. The system
also keeps track of the number or items originally sent in the order against the number being
returned. As such, this automatic “Quantity Balance” ensures all returns are processed without an
excess number of items being replaced or refunded.

Creating a Returns Record
The RETURNS form is opened from the ORDER DETAILS tab of the main ORDER FORM. As soon as
you or a colleague record an Order as dispatched, the RETURNS button is enabled. In the event of
an order item or items being returned, simply click the RETURNS button to create a new RETURNS
record.

Figure 23: The RETURNS button is located on the ORDER DETAILS tab of the main ORDER form.
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Figure 24: The RETURNS form.

The RETURNS form is divided into two sections. The top section is Read Only and contains details
about the Order Record (from which the return record is derived) and the Order Item being
returned. The lower section contains details of the Return itself. Please note that a RETURNS record
relates to a single order item from an Order Record. However, given that the order quantity of that
single item may be greater than one, you may enter a QUANTITY RETURNED figure between 1 and
the quantity number of that item in the main order. For example, the customer may have originally
ordered 20 Laptop computers in a single order record, but only 2 were faulty. As such, the RETURNS
record would cover 2 items out of the original 20. Then, if another Laptop is returned at a later date,
a new and separate RETURN record may be created for that particular item. So altogether there will
be two RETURNS records for a total of 3 items out of the original 20 ordered. This flexibility is
sufficient to handle virtually any conceivable returns situation.

The RETURNS Summary Tab
Given the potential complexity of such returns situations, there is a RETURNS summary tab which
can be accessed from the main order record. This gives an overview of how many items were
originally ordered and how many (if any) have been returned. There is also information about how
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many items returned were replaced as opposed to refunded along with the amounts of money
involved.
And finally the RETURNS OUTSTANDING field tells you if any item has been returned, but not
replaced or refunded. As such, you can see at a glance whether any returns work is called for on a
particular order record.

Returns Outstanding Query
There is also a RETURNS OUTSTANDING Query which provides a list of all order records where
returns work is called for. You may then click the Order Item Id to bring up the relevant ORDER
ITEM Record. This report is accessed from the RETURNS outstanding icon of the ORDER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ribbon or by the RETURNS OUTSTANDING button on the MAIN
SWITCHBOARD.

Figure 25: The Returns Outstanding Report. One return is outstanding for Order Item 284.
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Management Reports
The purpose of the Management Reports is to provide overview information to managers to assist in
decision making. As such, these reports are only available to users who have either Management or
Database Administration permissions. There are a total of 6 reports. These are for Products
Ordered, Order Summary Statistics, Order Processing, Returns Summary, Products Returned, and
Products Returned Amounts. The reports may be accessed from the MANAGEMENT ribbon, or via
the MANAGEMENT REPORTS switchboard. Once you have selected the desired report, you be asked
to enter a date range between which the report data is to be displayed. As such, it is possible to
retrieve data for particular days, weeks, months or years etc.

Products Ordered
The purpose of the Products Ordered Report is to inform management how well (or otherwise) each
product item is selling. The report lists the Year, Month, Product Id, Product Name, Quantity Sold,
and the Total Order Value (before any discount or tax). A Grand Total is also provided of Quantity
and Order Value across all products.

Order Summary Statistics
The purpose of the Order Summary Statistics Report is to enable management to compare overall
sales performance by month. Moreover, sales performance is broken down to Order and Order Item
level. The report lists the Year, Month, Order Count (ie number of orders), Items Ordered (ie
number of items ordered), Average Item Value, Average Order Value, and Total Order Value
(before tax). Grand Totals and over all Averages Across Months are also provided.

Order Processing Statistics
The purpose of the Order Processing Statistics Report is to enable management to monitor the
efficiency of the order management operation. This provides monthly information about staff work
volume, alongside the average times taken at different stages in the Order Management Process.
The report lists Year, Month, Order Count, Items Ordered, Average Order Opened to Confirmed,
Average Order Confirmed to Dispatched, Average Invoice Issued from Confirmed, Average Invoice
Issued from Dispatched, and Average Payment Received from Dispatched. Grand Totals are given
for work volumes, and Averages are given across months covered by the report.

Returns Summary Statistics
The purpose of the Returns Summary Statistics Report is to provide information on the number and
value of items which have been returned for refund or replacement. The report lists Year, Month,
Number Returned, Number Replaced, Number Refunded, Returns Value (before tax), Returns
Value (Gross excluding Delivery), and Returns Value (Gross including Delivery).

Products Returned
The purpose of the Products Return Report is to provide information about which products are
being returned, and how many of each item is being returned because is is faulty. Moreover, the
Products Returned Report also gives a breakdown of how many of each item is replaced as opposed
to refunded. The report lists Year, Month, Product Id, Product Name, total Items Ordered, Number
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of Items Returned, Percentage of Items Returned, Number of Items Faulty, Percentage of Items
Faulty, Number of Items Replaced, Percentage of Items Replaced, Number of Items Refunded,
Percentage of Items Refunded.

Products Returned Amounts £
The purpose of the Products Returned Amounts Report is to provide information which contrasts the
total sales amount with the returns amount of each individual product. The report lists Year,
Month, Product Id, Product Name, Net Order Value (unadjusted), Net Order Value (adjusted), Net
Return Value (adjusted), Gross Order Value (adjusted), and Gross Return Value (adjusted).
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